PathGuide’s Latitude Manifest & Shipping System is a parcel shipping integration
system that simplifies warehouse shipping, package tracking and route management.
This software provides a seamless multi-carrier shipping solution that automatically
finds the lowest available shipping rate (or fastest option for those rush orders) from
all available carriers.
Flexible and affordable, Latitude Manifest & Shipping System provides multi-carrier
compliance whether you ship with major international carriers, regional carriers, or
LTL.
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UPS Ready
FedEx Compatible
United States Postal Service
DPD Group
Eastern Connection
Lone Star
Spee-Dee
OnTrac
Purolator
Loomis Express
AFS
Endicia
DHL
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Bestway Shipping
Highly Customizable
Rules-based Rate and Handling Charges Engine
Hazmat Shipping
e-Fulfillment
Ongoing Updates and Upgrades

“Latitude has really let
us refine our business
through major
productivity and
accuracy gains over the
years. The exceptional
customer service and
engineering support
offered by PathGuide
made them an ideal
technology partner, and
we have total faith in
their commitment to
the long-term success
of our business.”
Landon Horton
Director of Operations
Jensen Distribution Services

•

A vested interest in your business. Working together, we have a solid
understanding of the key drivers to your business and where you want to
take it moving forward.

•

Building your confidence. We like to keep it simple. Access to our experts
means you’re the center of our universe. We’re responsive and competent,
to keep your business moving and your customers happy. Partnering in your
success is what we do. It’s not complicated, it’s our commitment.

•

User intuitive. Built for flexibility, Latitude WMS is user-centric so
warehouse staff can adapt quickly and contribute to high productivity
(speed, accuracy and control) across DC and branch operations.

•

Encouraging your workers. Your hardworking warehouse employees
deserve to know where they stand. Latitude WMS gives you warehouse
performance metrics tools to show employees how they’re measured.
Benchmarking progress allows you to reward incentives for higher
achievement, improve morale and reduce turnover.

•

Economic value. Not the cheapest, nor the most expensive. We work
alongside you to derive a conservative ROI. You’ll know right away if
Latitude WMS will be one of the best investments for your business. If it’s
not, we won’t hesitate to tell you.

•

Proven ERP integration. Latitude WMS interfaces with many different ERP
systems including Epicor, Infor, SAP, Oracle/JDE, Microsoft Dynamics, and
more. Should your business outgrow your ERP system, Latitude WMS can
easily move with you to preserve your warehouse software investment.

•

Evidence of success. Our customers will give you their perspective on
partnering with PathGuide and how well we live up to their expectations.
They’re glad to share their experience in how to successfully rollout a WMS
project, and what they learned along the way.

•

Peace of mind. We offer a money-back guarantee. Imagine that. In the
unlikely event Latitude WMS has not met your needs after following
recommended project and implementation guidelines, we’ll uninstall the
software and refund your money, less any hardware and expenses. That’s
true peace of mind.
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